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Yarn care instructions 
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry  
When washing the finished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.
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Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.
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PATChwORK COllECTION 
 188  stepped herringbone  

in smoke
 189 raised chain in fog

fAShION PROjECTS
 82 lacy cardigan

•    1 ball of Crea Aerial Cloud for your  
third pillow and 1 ball of Crea 
Provenance Albite for your  
next square

•   Knit a soft and fluffy wrap and  
a row of bright beach huts

•   Make a stylish spectacles case
•   Customize with iCords

Knit the next  
2 reversible squares for 
your extended throw



patchwork Collection 188

stepped herringbone 
This square for your stunning throw is knitted 
in stepped herringbone, a stitch that uses a 
combination of increases, decreases and slip 
stitches. It is knitted in Crea Aerial yarn in 
Smoke, using size 9 (5.5mm) knitting needles.

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: stepped herringbone

SMOKE SquArE

★ ★



patchwork Collection  188

try this!
To learn how to knit the stepped herringbone pattern, follow 
the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1  Cast on a multiple of 3 stitches plus 1.  
row 1: Knit 1, take the yarn to the front 
between the needles (abbreviated as ytf).

2  Slip the next stitch purlwise, take the 
yarn over the needle (abbreviated as yon) 
and knit 2, then insert the left needle into 
the slipped stitch and pass it over the  
2 knit stitches.

4  row 2: Purl 1, then take the yarn around 
the needle (abbreviated as yrn) and slip the 
next stitch purlwise.

3  Repeat ytf, slip 1 purlwise, yon, knit 2, 
pass the slipped stitch over the 2 knit 
stitches to the end of the row.

5  Purl 2, then pass the slipped stitch over  
the 2 purl stitches. Repeat yrn, slip 1 
purlwise, purl 2, pass the slipped stitch over 
the 2 purl stitches to the end of the row.

6  These 2 rows form the pattern and are 
repeated throughout to create the stepped 
herringbone fabric.

when you have tacked your squares together, 
label them top a. You’ll need this reference  
when you join the squares for your throw.  
keep the squares safe in your workbasket.

jOInIng ThE SquArES
Block your squares, see blocking your 
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong 
sides together and the edges matching, 
tack around the outer edge, stitching 
about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

stepped herrinGbone 
sQUare in smoke 

See “reading a pattern card” for the list 
of abbreviations.

special abbreViations
yon = yarn over the needle.
yrn = yarn around the needle.
ytf = yarn to the front.

to make
Using size 9 (5.5mm) needles and 
Aerial, cast on 22 sts.
row 1 (rs): K1, *ytf, sl 1 p-wise, yon, k2, 
psso the 2 k sts, rep from * to the end 
of the row.
row 2: P1, *yrn, sl 1 p-wise, p2, psso  
the 2 p sts, rep from * to the end of  
the row.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Rep them 12 more times. 
Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

note: Each ball of yarn supplied is 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

  

★ ★
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raised chain

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: raised chain

fog Square

Knitted in grisaille in fog, the next square for 
your reversible throw has a central panel of 
crossed stitches that form a chain effect. The 
square is worked in a highly textured yarn and 
the raised chain adds another dimension.  
You will need a cable needle for this square.

★ ★
★



patchwork Collection  189

try this!
To learn how to knit the raised chain pattern, follow the 
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1  The raised chain pattern is worked over 11 
stitches. row 1: Knit 5, then repeat purl 2, knit 
5 to the end of the row. row 2: Purl 5, then 
repeat knit 2, purl 5 to the end of the row.  
row 3: Repeat Row 1.

2  row 4: Purl 4, slip the next stitch onto a 
cable needle (abbreviated as cn) and leave 
at the back of the work, knit 2, then purl the 
stitch from the cn (abbreviated as Cr3R),  
purl 5.

4  Work Rows 5 to 9 as given in the panel  
on the right. row 10: Purl 5, slip the next  
2 stitches onto the cn and leave at the front  
of the work, knit 2, then knit the stitches from 
the cn (abbreviated as C4F), purl 1.

3  Slip the next 2 stitches onto a cn and leave 
at the front of the work, purl 1, then knit the 
stitches from the cn (abbreviated as Cr3L), 
purl 4.

5  Slip the next 2 stitches onto the cn and  
leave at the back of the work, knit 2, then  
knit the stitches from the cn (abbreviated  
as C4B), purl 5. row 11: Knit 5, purl 4, knit 1,  
purl 4, knit 5.

6  row 12: Purl 7 then work the central cable: 
slip the next 3 stitches onto the cn and leave at 
the back of the work, knit 2, place the 3rd stitch 
back onto the left needle, bring the cn to the 
front, purl 1, then knit the stitches from the cn 
(abbreviated as C5), purl 7. Work Rows 13 to 22 
to complete the panel.

when you have tacked 
your squares together, 
label them left 2. You’ll 
need this reference  
when you join the 
squares for your throw. 
keep the squares safe  
in your workbasket.

joining The SquareS
Block your squares, see blocking your work, 
know-how 3. Then, with wrong sides together 
and the edges matching, tack around the outer 
edge, stitching about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

raised chain sQUare in fog 

See “reading a pattern card” for the list of 
abbreviations.

SPeCiaL aBBreViaTionS
Cr3R = cross 3 right worked as follows: sl 
1 st onto the cn and leave at the back of 
the work, k2, then p the st from the cn.
Cr3L = cross 3 left worked as follows: sl 2 
sts onto the cn and leave at the front of 
the work, p1, then k the sts from the cn.
C4F = cable 4 front worked as follows: sl 
2 sts onto the cn and leave at the front of 
the work, k2, then k the sts from the cn.
C4B = cable 4 back worked as follows: sl 
2 sts onto the cn and leave at the back of 
the work, k2, then k the sts from the cn.
C5 = cable 5 worked as follows: sl 3 sts 
onto the cn and leave at the back of the 
work, k2, replace the 3rd st back onto the 
left needle, bring the cn to the front of 
the work, p1, then k the sts from the cn.

to make
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and 
Grisaille, cast on 19 sts.
row 1 (ws): K5, *p2, k5, rep from * to the 
end of the row.
row 2: P5, *k2, p5, rep from * to the end 
of the row.
row 3: Rep Row 1.
row 4: P4, Cr3R, p5, Cr3L, p4.
row 5: K4, p2, k7, p2, k4.
row 6: P4, k2, p7, k2, p4.
row 7: K4, p2, k7, p2, k4.
row 8: P4, Cr3L, p5, Cr3R, p4.
row 9: Rep Row 1.
row 10: P5, C4F, p1, C4B, p5.
row 11: K5, p4, k1, p4, k5.
row 12: P7, C5, p7.
row 13: K7, p2, k1, p2, k7.
row 14: P5, C4B, p1, C4F, p5.
row 15: K5, p4, k1, p4, k5.
rows 16 to 20: Rep Rows 4 to 8.
rows 21 and 22: Rep Rows 1 and 2.
Bind off loosely.
Work another square in the same way.

note: Each ball of yarn supplied is 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

  
★ ★
★
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Materials
•	 	9[9:10:10:11:11]	x	2	oz.	(50g)	balls	of	Rico	
Essentials	Alpaca	Blend	Chunky	in	
Dusky	Pink	

•	 	Pair	of	size	8	(5.0mm)	and	size	10	
(6.0mm)	knitting	needles

•	Tapestry	needle
•	4	buttons,	1	in.	(2.5cm)	in	diameter

this boyfriend-style cardigan 
is knitted in stockinette stitch 
with lace panels on the fronts 
and sleeves. it is worked in a 
soft chunky yarn and a pretty 
pastel color.

lacy cardigan ★  
★ ★
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siZes
To	suit	bust	30-32[34-36:38-40:42-44:	
46-48:50-52]	in.	(76-81[86-91:97-102:	
107-112:117-122:127-132]cm).
Actual	measurement	39¾[43⅜:47⅝:51⅛:	
55½:59]	in.	(101[110:121:130:141:150]cm).
Length	22⅞[23⅝:24:24:24⅜:24⅞]	in.	
(58[60:61:61:62:63]cm).
Sleeve	seam	18⅞	in.	(48cm).

GauGe
14	sts	and	19	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st.

aBBreViations
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

sPeciaL aBBreViations
Tw2	=	twist	2	worked	as	follows:	sl	the	next	st,	k1,	pass	
the	slipped	st	over	the	st	just	knitted	and	k	into	the	
back	of	it.
yrn	=	yarn	around	the	needle.

riGht PaneL (worked over 12 sts)
Row 1 (rs): K1,	Tw2,	p1,	yrn,	p2tog	tbl,	p3,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 2 and every foll alt row:	K1,	p2,	k6,	p2,	k1.
Row 3:	K1,	Tw2,	p2,	yrn,	p2tog	tbl,	p2,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 5:	K1,	Tw2,	p3,	yrn,	p2tog	tbl,	p1,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 7:	K1,	Tw2,	p4,	yrn,	p2tog	tbl,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 8:	Rep	Row	2.
These	8	rows	form	the	patt.

LeFt PaneL (worked over 12 sts)
Row 1 (rs): K1,	Tw2,	p3,	p2tog,	yrn,	p1,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 2 and every foll alt row: K1,	p2,	k6,	p2,	k1.
Row 3:	K1,	Tw2,	p2,	p2tog,	yrn,	p2,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 5:	K1,	Tw2,	p1,	p2tog,	yrn,	p3,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 7:	K1,	Tw2,	p2tog,	yrn,	p4,	Tw2,	k1.
Row 8:	Rep	Row	2.
These	8	rows	form	the	patt.

to MaKe
BACK: Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,	cast	on	
71[77:85:91:99:105]	sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2,	*p1,	k1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	st,	k1.
Rib row 2:	K1,	*p1,	k1,	rep	from	*	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rep	these	2	rows	twice	more.
Change	to	size	10	(6.0mm)	needles.
Beg	with	a	k	row,	cont	in	st	st	until	the	work	
measures	22⅞[23⅝:24:24:24⅜:24⅞]	in.	
(58[60:61:61:62:63]cm)	from	the	beg,	ending		
with	a	p	row.
shape shoulders
Bind	off	6[7:7:8:9:9]	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	6	rows	
and	7[6:9:9:9:11]	sts	at	beg	of	the	foll	2	rows.	Bind	off	
leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	

RIGHT FRONT: Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,	cast	
on	35[39:43:47:49:53]	sts.
Work	the	2	rib	rows	of	the	back	3	times,	but	inc	
1[1:0:0:1:1]	st	at	the	beg	(side	edge)	of	the	last	row.	
36[40:43:47:50:54]	sts.	

Change	to	size	10	(6.0mm)	needles.
Work	in	st	st	with	patt	panels	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs):	K1,	work	12	sts	of	Row	1	of	right	panel,	
k10[14:16:19:20:22],	work	12	sts	of		
Row	1	of	left	panel,	k1[1:2:3:5:7].
Row 2:	P1[1:2:3:5:7],	work	12	sts	of	Row	2	of	the	left	
panel,	p10[14:16:19:20:22],	work	12	sts	of	Row	2	of	
the	right	panel,	p1.
Rows 3 to 8: Rep	Rows	1	and	2	three	times,	but	
working	Rows	3	to	8	of	the	right	and	left	panels.
These	8	rows	set	the	patt.
Cont	in	patt	until	the	work	measures	10⅝	in.	
(27cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	with	a	ws	row.
shape front edge
Dec row:	Patt	14,	skpo,	patt	to	the	end	of	the	row.	(1	
st	decreased.)
**Cont	to	dec	in	this	way	on	every	foll	4th	
row	to	29[29:33:37:38:38]	sts,	then	on	
every	foll	6th[6th:6th:4th:4th:4th]	row	until	
25[27:30:33:36:38]	sts	rem.
Cont	without	shaping	until	the	work	measures		
the	same	as	the	back	to	the	shoulders,	ending		
at	the	side	edge.
shape shoulder
Bind	off	6[7:7:8:9:9]	sts	at	the	beg	of	the	next	and	
the	foll	2	alt	rows.	Work	1	row.	Bind	off	leaving	a	
long	yarn	tail.	

LEFT FRONT: Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,		
cast	on	35[39:43:47:49:53]	sts.
Work	the	2	rib	rows	of	the	back	3	times,	but	inc	
1[1:0:0:1:1]	st	at	the	end	(side	edge)	of	the	last	row.	
36[40:43:47:50:54]	sts.	
Change	to	size	10	(6.0mm)	needles.	
Now	work	in	st	st	with	patt	panels	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs): K1[1:2:3:5:7],	work	12	sts	of	Row	1	of		
the	right	panel,	k10[14:16:19:20:22],	work	12	sts	of	
Row	1	of	the	left	panel,	k1.
Row 2:	P1,	work	12	sts	of	Row	2	of	the	left	panel,	
p10[14:16:19:20:22],	work	12	sts	of	row	2	of	the	right	
panel,	p1[1:2:3:5:7].
Rows 3 to 8: Rep	Rows	1	and	2	three	times,	but	
working	Rows	3	to	8	of	the	right	and	left	panels.
These	8	rows	set	the	patt.
Cont	in	patt	until	the	work	measures	10⅝	in.	
(27cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	with	a	ws	row.
shape front edge
Dec row: Patt	to	the	last	16	sts,	k2tog,	patt	14.	(1	st	
decreased.)
Complete	as	given	for	the	right	front	from	**	to	the		
end	of	the	row.

SLEEVES: Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,	cast	on	
29[31:31:33:35:35]	sts.
Work	the	2	rib	rows	of	the	back	3	times.
Change	to	size	10	(6.0mm)	needles.
Work	in	st	st	with	patt	panels	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs): K1[2:2:3:4:4],	work	12	sts	of	Row	1	of		
the	right	panel,	k3,	work	12	sts	of	Row	1	of	the		
left	panel,	k1[2:2:3:4:4].

Row 2: P1[2:2:3:4:4],	work	12	sts	of	Row	2	of	the	left	
panel,	p3,	work	12	sts	of	Row	2	of	the	right	panel,	
p1[2:2:3:4:4].
Cont	panels	as	placed,	working	Rows	3	to	8		
of	each	panel	patt,	then	repeating	Rows	1	to	8		
throughout,	at the same time	inc	1	st	at	each		
end	of	the	next	and	every	foll	6th[6th:4th:4th:4th:	
4th]	row	to	37[47:49:39:47:59]	sts,	then	on	every	
foll	8th[8th:8th:6th:6th:6th]	row	until	there	are	
51[55:59:61:65:69]	sts,	working	the	extra	sts	in	st	st.
Cont	without	shaping	until	the	work	measures	18⅞	in.	
(48cm)	from	the	beg,	ending	with	a	ws	row.	Bind	off	
leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	

BUTTON BORDER:	Join	the	shoulder	seams.
Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,	cast	on	11	sts.
Work	the	2	rib	rows	of	back	until	the	border,	when	
slightly	stretched,	fits	up	the	left	front	and	around	
to	the	center	back	of	the	neck.	Bind	off	in	rib	
leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.
Pin	the	border	in	place.	Mark	4	button	positions	on	
this	border,	the	first	on	the	5th	and	6th	rows,	the	
last	at	the	start	of	shaping	and	the	others	evenly	
spaced	between.

BUTTONHOLE BORDER: Work	as	for	the	button	
border,	but	make	the	buttonholes	to	correspond	
with	the	markers	as	follows:
Buttonhole row 1 (rs): Rib	4,	bind	off	3	sts,	rib	to	the	
end	of	the	row.
Buttonhole row 2: Rib	to	the	end	of	the	row,	casting	
on	3	stsover	those	bound	off	on	the	previous	row.

FinishinG
Block	knitting	using	the	spray	method.	Weave	in	
the	ends.	Sew	on	the	borders,	joining	the	bind-off	
edges	at	the	center	back	neck.	Mark	the	depth	of	the	
armholes	7[7⅝:8¼:8⅝:9:9⅝]in.	(18[19.5:21:22:23:24.5]
cm	)	from	the	shoulder	seams	on	the	back	and	
fronts.	Sew	the	bind-off	edge	of	the	sleeves	to	the	
armholes	between	the	markers,	then	join	the	side	
and	sleeve	seams.	Sew	on	the	buttons.

★  
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	1	x	2	oz.	(50g)	ball	of	Crea	Harmony	in	
Indigo,	Fern	Green	and	Mustard

•	 	1	x	1	oz.	(25g)	ball	of	Crea	Harmony	in	Flint	
•	 	Scraps	of	Crea	Harmony	in	Brick	Red		
and	Magma	(use	yarn	leftover	from	the	
car	pillow)

•	 	Pair	of	size	5	(3.75mm)	knitting	needles
•	Tapestry	needle
•	Polyester	toy	filling
•	 	4	beads,	¼	in.	(6mm)	in	diameter	or	40	in.	
(101.6cm)	of	black	embroidery	thread

•	Stitch	holder
Go	to	knit-and-stitfch.com	to	buy	Crea	
yarn.	See	the	information	chart	for	full	
details	on	all	the	Crea	yarns.

these dolls are the perfect traveling 
companions and they will fit perfectly in to 
the pockets of the car pillow featured on 
Home Comforts 63 pattern card in issue 96.

car passengersUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 
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SIZE       
Approximately	6⅝	in.	(17cm)	tall.

GauGE
22	sts	and	30	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st.
 
aBBREVIaTIONS
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

TO MaKE GIRL
HEAD AND BODY:	Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	
needles	and	Flint,	cast	on	9	sts	for	the	top	of	
the	head.
Row 1 (ws):	P	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 2:	(Kfb)	8	times,	k1.	17	sts.
Row 3:	P	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 4:	(Kfb)	16	times,	k1.	33	sts.
Rows 5 to 15:	Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 16: (K2tog)	16	times,	k1.	17	sts.
Cut	Flint	and	join	Fern	Green.
Row 17: P	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 18:	K2,	(kfb,	k1)	7	times,	k1.	24	sts.
Rows 19 to 35:	Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.
Row 36:	K12,	place	the	last	12	sts	on	a	stitch	
holder	for	the	left	leg.
Work	on	the	first	set	of	sts	for	the	right	leg	
as	foll:
Row 37: P	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Cut	Fern	Green	and	join	Flint.
Rows 38 to 51: Beg	with	a	k	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 52: (K2tog)	6	times.	6	sts.
Cut	yarn,	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Thread	the	
cut	end	through	the	rem	sts,	draw	up	tightly.	
Secure	the	end.
With	rs	facing,	rejoin	Fern	Green	to	the	sts	on	
the	holder	and	work	the	left	leg	as	foll:
Row 1 (rs): K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 2:	P	to	the	end	of	the	row
Cut	Fern	Green	and	join	Flint.
Rows 3 to 16: Beg	with	a	k	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 17: (K2tog)	6	times.	6	sts.
Cut	yarn,	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Thread	the	
cut	end	through	the	rem	sts,	draw	up	tightly.	
Secure	the	end.

ARMS (make 2): Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	
needles	and	Fern	Green,	cast	on	10	sts	for	the	
top	edge.	
Rows 1 to 11:	Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Cut	Fern	Green	and	join	Flint.
Rows 12 to 20:	Beg	with	a	k	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Cut	yarn,	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Thread	the	
cut	end	through	the	rem	sts,	draw	up	tightly.	
Secure	the	end.

SKIRT: Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles	and	
Indigo,	cast	on	36	sts	for	the	lower	edge.	

Rows 1 and 2:	K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rows 3 to 12: Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 13:	P1,	p2tog,	(p2tog,	p1)	to	the	end	of	the	
row.	Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.
HAT:	Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles	and	
Indigo,	cast	on	37	sts.
Row 1 (ws):	*K1,	p1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	st,	k1.
Row 2:	*P1,	k1,	rep	from	*	to	the	last	st,	p1.
Row 3:	Rep	Row	1.
Rows 4 to 8:	Beg	with	a	k	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 9:	(P2,	p2tog)	9	times,	p1.	28	sts.
Row 10: K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 11: (P1,	p2tog)	9	times,	p1.	19	sts.
Row 12: K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Row 13:	(P2tog)	9	times,	p1.	10	sts.
Cut	yarn,	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Thread	the	
cut	end	through	the	rem	sts,	draw	up	tightly.	
Secure	the	end.

FINISHING 
Block	pieces	using	the	spray	method.	Weave	
in	the	ends.	Fold	each	leg	in	half	and	join	the	
inner	leg	seams,	then	join	the	sides	for	the	
center	back	seam,	adding	stuffing	as	you	go.	
Finish	by	gathering	the	cast-on	sts	at	the	top	
of	the	head	with	a	row	of	running	stitches.	To	
emphasize	the	neckline,	tie	a	length	of	Fern	
Green	yarn	around	the	neck	(along	Row	17),	
knot	firmly	and	secure	the	thread.	Securely	
sew	on	beads	for	eyes,	or	embroider	eyes	
with	black	embroidery	thread	and	small	
straight	stitches.	Work	two	horizontal	straight	
stitches	for	the	nose	in	Flint.	For	the	mouth,	
work	a	long	straight	stitch	with	Brick	Red,	
then	work	a	small	stitch	over	the	center	to	
create	a	smile.	
Join	the	side	edges	of	the	arms,	adding	
stuffing	as	you	go.	Sew	the	arms	to	the	sides	
of	the	body.	Using	Fern	Green,	work	a		
row	of	chain	stitches	around	the	arms		
where	the	color	changes.	
Fold	the	skirt	in	half	and	join	the	side	
edges.	Place	the	skirt	on	the	doll,	with	
the	seam	at	the	center	back,	and	sew	
the	bind-off	edge	around	the	body.
Knot	strands	of	Mustard	yarn	onto	the	
top	of	the	head	and	tie	in	bunches	at	
each	side	of	the	head.
Join	the	side	edges	of	the	hat,	
place	on	the	head	and	sew	the		
brim	to	the	head.

TO MaKE BOY
HEAD, BODY AND ARMS: Work	as	
given	for	the	girl’s	head,	body	and	
arms,	but	use	Indigo	instead	of		
Fern	Green.

SHORTS: Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles	and	
Fern	Green,	cast	on	14	sts	for	the	first	leg.
Rows 1 and 2:	K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rows 3 to 6: Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Cut	yarn	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail	and	place		
the	sts	on	a	stitch	holder.
Using	size	5	(3.75mm)	needles	and	Fern	
Green,	cast	on	14	sts	for	the	second	leg.
Rows 1 and 2:	K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rows 3 to 6: Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Cut	yarn	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Place	the		
14	sts	from	the	holder	onto	a	knitting	needle	
so	that	the	ws	of	both	pieces	is	facing.	28	sts.
Rejoin	Fern	Green	and	work	the	top	of	the	
shorts	as	foll:
Rows 1 to 10:	Beg	with	a	p	row,	work	in	st	st.	
Row 11: P1,	(p2tog,	p5)	3	times,	p2tog,		
p4.	24	sts.
Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.

HAT: Work	as	given	for	the	girl’s	hat,	but	use	
Fern	Green	instead	of	Indigo.

FINISHING 
Make	up	the	body	and	head	as	given		
for	the	girl	doll,	but	use	Indigo	to	emphasize	
the	neckline.
Join	the	side	edges	of	the	arms,	adding	
stuffing	as	you	go.	Sew	the	arms	to	the		
sides	of	the	body.	Using	Indigo,	work	a	row	
of	chain	stitches	around	the	arms	where	the	
color	changes.	
Join	the	inner	leg	seams	on	the	shorts,	then	
join	the	back	seam.	Place	the	shorts	on	the	
doll,	with	the	seam	at	the	center	back,	and	
sew	the	bind-off	edge	around	the	body.
Use	Magma	and	straight	stitches	to	work	a	
fringe	above	the	eyes.	
Join	the	side	edges	of	the	hat,	place	on	the	
head	and	sew	the	brim	to	the	head.

  
★ ★



1 Bring the yarn through to 
the front of the fabric, then 
take it back through the 

fabric a stitch length below—
this will be the length of your 
sheaf. Bring the needle through 
close to the right of the first 
stitch. Make a stitch the same 
length as the first and bring the 
needle through close to the left 
of the first stitch.

2 Make a third stitch the 
same length as the other 
two stitches and bring the 

needle out at the center left of 
the middle stitch, ready to work 
the wraps.

3 Take the needle under 
the stitch at the left 
without catching the 

fabric. Then take it over, then 
under the three stitches two 
or three times so wrapping the 
stitches and forming the center 
of the sheaf. The number 
of wraps will depend on the 
length of the stitches and  
the thickness of yarn.

4 On the final wrap, take 
the needle over the three 
stitches, then under the 

stitch at the right and take it 
through the fabric at the right 
of the center stitch. Fasten off 
the yarn on the wrong side.
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working sheaf stitch
A simple embroidery stitch that can be worked freestyle or counted for use on an evenweave fabric.

Sheaf stitch is composed of three 
vertical stitches which are wrapped 
together with one, two or three 

horizontal stitches. It can be worked singly 
as a design element, in rows, or used as a 
filling stitch.

The stitches should be worked at a length 
that prevents them from being easily 
snagged—the wrapping will help with this. 
The “bundles” can be worked in one or more 
colors. To add variety, work the stitches in one 
color and use another to wrap them.

cUstoMiZe YoUr 
throw...
Embellish your throw with 
scatterings of the sheaf 
stitch. Use colors that 
contrast with the squares 
you are working on, so 
that they stand out  
from the backgound.

this stitch gets its name from the wrapped 
threads that resemble a sheaf of wheat.

designer’s notebook:  
sheaf stitch
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Prevent twine 
from unraveling 
with a nifty 
twine sock.

Materials
•  1 x 3½ oz. (100g) ball of Stylecraft 

Jeanie in Delta
• Small ball of cream yarn
•  Set of four size 8 (5.0mm) double-

pointed needles
• Ring stitch marker
• Tapestry needle
• Spool of twine

Pocket hanging
Add a personal touch to yard storage.

aPron triM
Embellish a linen 
apron with a row 
of sheaf stitches.

shirt 
stYle
Use the 
sheaf stitch 
to add color to 
the collar of a 
white shirt.

size
To fit a spool of twine 7⅞ in. (20cm) 
in diameter and 4 in. (10cm) tall.

abbreviations
See reading a pattern card.

to make 
Using size 8 (5.0mm) double-pointed 
needles and Delta, cast on 35 sts. 
Divide the sts between three needles.
Place a marker on the first needle  
to mark the beg of the round. 

Using the 4th needle and slipping the 
marker on every round, work in  
patt as foll:
Rounds 1 to 4: P to the end of  
the round.
Rounds 5 to 12: K to the end of  
the round.
Rounds 13 to 16: P to the end of  
the round.
Rounds 17 to 24: K to the end of  
the round.
Rounds 25 to 28: P to the end of  
the round.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.

Finishing
Weave in the ends. Using a tapestry 
needle and cream yarn, work a row 
of sheaf stitches (see previous page) 
along each stockinette stitch section.
Place the sock over the spool of twine.



Knit a square,  
plus there’s  
a ball of Cloud  
for your next pillow 

Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

creative 98

Stylish versatile throw and pillows
Knitting        CroChet        CrewelworK        felting

Learn to knit the fir cone stitch

Knit a row of beach huts

Customize your projects 
with iCords
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Be Inspired #CreaCrafts— 
the home of Knit & Stitch Creative
Visit CreaCrafts and join our online community for more creative 
ideas & techniques, online stitch library & how-to videos, free 
bonus patterns, blog, yarn supplies, knitting kit sets & more!

crafts.com
www.facebook.com/creacrafts 
Follow us for live feeds, CreaCrafts 
product news and competitions

www.youtube.com/creacraftsvideos  
Discover our step-by-step  
video tutorials

www.instagram.com/creacrafts 
Stay up-to-date with our brand news and 
share your creations and achievements

www.pinterest.com/crea_crafts   
Get inspired and find new ideas  
with our trend pins
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Yarn care instructions 
Hand wash only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry  
When washing the finished product, follow 
the manufacturer’s washing instructions 
found on the yarn bands. 

Needles/hooks not suitable for children under 
14 years of age.

creative 

with the next issue

Colors and yarns may vary from those shown.

EASY DOES IT!
 51   striped beach huts

CUSTOMIZINg TEChNIqUES
 98  designer’s notebook:  

iCord trims
    •	 spectacles case
    

PATChwORK COllECTION 
 190  seventh section for 

pillow in Aerial
 191  fir cone stitch in albite

ACCESSORIES
 50 fluffy shawl

•   2 balls of Crea yarn to make your  
next 2 squares in Shadow Gabbro  
and Paragone Shell

•    Knit a man’s sweater with cable 
patterning and knit a wrap for a bench

•  Crochet a cover for a stool
•  Make a felted keychain
•  Customize with rings and disks

Knit the seventh stripe  
of your Aerial pillow  
cover and the next 
reversible square for 
your extended throw
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★stockinette stitch
The ball of Crea Aerial yarn, in Cloud, that you 
received with this issue is used to work the 
seventh stripe of your third pillow cover.

Seventh stripe

Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: stockinette stitch

SevenTh STripe



patchwork Collection  

try this! To knit the stockinette stitch, follow the instructions  
below or go online to watch the video.

190

★

1  Just two rows make up the stockinette 
stitch fabric. row 1: Knit to the end of the 
row. This is the right side of the fabric.

2  row 2: Purl to the end of the row.  
These 2 rows form the stockinette stitch.

3  Repeat the 2 rows throughout to form 
the stockinette stitch fabric.

Stockinette Stitch Stripe in cloud

Size
To fit a 11⅞ x 15¾ in. (30 x 40cm) pillow pad  
(not supplied).

gauge
18 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st on  
size 9 (5.5mm) needles.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list  
of abbreviations.

to make
Join Cloud.
rows 157 to 182: Beg with a k row, work in st st, 
ending with a p row. 
Cut yarn leaving a long yarn tail and leave the 
stitches on the needle ready to knit the next stripe.

note: You will receive your last ball of Aerial,  
in Smoke, with issue 100.
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fir cone stitch
This lacy square for your beautiful throw is knitted 
in Crea Provenance yarn, in Albite, using size 6 
(4.0mm) knitting needles. The side and lower edges 
are slightly shaped but will straighten out when 
sewn in position in the rows of squares.

Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm) 
Knitting needles: size 6 (4.0mm)
Stitch: fir cone stitch

AlbiTe SquAre

★ ★
★
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try this!
To learn how to knit the fir cone stitch, follow the 
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1  Cast on stitches. row 1: Knit 1, purl to 
the last stitch, knit 1. row 2: Knit 2, bring 
the yarn to the front between the needles 
(abbreviated as yfd), knit 3.

2  Insert the needle into the next 
stitch knitwise and slip it onto the right 
needle, knit the next 2 stitches together 
(abbreviated as k2tog), insert the left 
needle into the slipped stitch and pass it 
over the k2tog (abbreviated as psso).

4  row 9: Knit 1, purl to the last stitch, knit 1.  
row 10: Knit 1, k2tog, knit 3. Repeat yfd, knit 
1, yfd, knit 3, slip 1, k2tog, psso, knit 3 to the 
last 7 stitches, yfd, knit 1, yfd, knit 3, slip 1, 
knit 1, psso, knit 1.

3  Knit 3, yfd, k1. Now repeat yfd, knit 3,  
slip 1, k2tog, psso, knit 3, yfd, knit 1 to the  
last stitch, knit 1. rows 3 to 8: Repeat Rows 
1 and 2 three times.

5  rows 11 to 16: Repeat Rows 9 and  
10 three times.

6  These 16 rows form the pattern and are 
repeated throughout to create the fir cone 
stitch fabric.

when you have tacked your squares 
together, label them left 11. You’ll need  
this reference when you join the squares 
for your throw. keep the squares safe in 
your workbasket.

joining The SquAreS
Block your squares, see blocking your 
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong 
sides together and the edges matching, 
tack around the outer edge, stitching 
about one stitch from the edge.

watch the video  
www.knit-and-stitch.com

fir cone Stitch SQUare  
in albite 

See “reading a pattern card” for the  
list of abbreviations.

to make
Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and 
Provenance, cast on 23 sts.
row 1 (ws): K1, p to the last st, k1.
row 2: K2, *yfd, k3, sl 1, k2tog, psso,  
k3, yfd, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1.
rows 3 to 8: Rep Rows 1 and 2 three 
times.
row 9: K1, p to the last st, k1.
row 10: K1, k2tog, k3, yfd, k1, yfd, k3, sl 1, 
k2tog, psso, k3, yfd, k1, yfd, k3, skpo, k1.
rows 11 to 16: Rep Rows 9 and 10  
three times.
These 16 rows form the patt.  
Rep them once more. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.

note: Each ball of yarn supplied is 
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you 
find you work tightly, or loosely, change 
your needle size—see know-how 1, 
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

  
★ ★
★
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Materials

•	 	2	x	2	oz.	(50g)	balls	of	Crea	
Wispy	in	Chartreuse

•	 	Pair	of	size	8	(5.0mm)		
knitting	needles

•	Tapestry	needle
•	Cardboard	for	tassels
Go	to	knit-and-stitch.com  
to	buy	Crea	yarn.	See	the	
information	chart	for	full		
details	on	all	the	Crea	yarns.

this soft, lightweight 
shawl is knitted in garter 
stitch and trimmed  
with fringing and 
tassels—it’s simple to 
make! Worked from 
end to the end of the 
row, the shaping at the 
beginning of alternate 
rows forms the loops for 
the strands of fringing.

fluffy shawlUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 

  
★ ★
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Making a tassel

• Thread a length of 
yarn onto a tapestry 
needle and slip the 
needle under the 
loops along the 
top edge.

• Cut a piece of cardboard 
3¹/8 in. (8cm) long. Wind the 
yarn lengthwise around the 
cardboard 50 times. 

• Finish by cutting 
through the yarn 
loops at the bottom 
of the tassel, then 
trim the ends to 
even them.

• Remove the needle 
and tie the ends 
firmly, gathering the 
loops of yarn together.
Do not cut the ends but 
use to attach the tassel. 
Wind a length of yarn 
about 3/8 in. (1cm) from 
the tied-off end of the 
tassel, tie firmly and hide the 
ends inside the tassel.

When working yarn over needle (yon) at  
the beginning of a row, take the right needle 
behind the yarn and knit the first stitch. 
The yarn will lie over the right needle to form 
a new stitch. On the next row, knit into the 
new stitch in the usual way.

designer’s tip

siZe       
22	in.	(56cm)	wide	at	center	x	50⅜	in.	(128cm)	long,	
excluding	fringing.

GauGe
17	sts	and	28	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	g	st.

aBBreViaTioNs
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

sPeciaL aBBreViaTioN
yon	=	yarn	over	the	needle.

To MaKe
WRAP: Using	size	8	(5.0mm)	needles,	cast	on	5	sts.
K	1	row.
Now	work	in	g	st,	inc	as	foll:
Row 1:	Yon	(see	designer’s	tip),	k	to	the	end	of	the	row.		
(1	st	increased.)
Row 2:	K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rep	these	2	rows	until	there	are	95	sts,	ending	Row	2.
Cont	in	g	st,	dec	as	foll:
Next row: Yon,	k2tog,	k	to	the	end	of	the	row.	
Next row: K	to	the	last	3	sts,	k2tog,	k1.	(1	st	decreased).
Rep	these	2	rows	until	5	sts	rem.
Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	Weave	in	the	ends.

TASSELS: Referring	to	instructions	below,	make	a	
tassel	3⅛	in.	(8cm)	long	and	wrap	the	yarn	around	the	
cardboard	50	times.		
Make	two	more	tassels	in	the	same	way	and	attach	one	
tassel	to	each	point	on	the	wrap.

FRINGING: Using	4	x	4¾	in.	(12cm)	lengths	of	yarn	held	
together,	knot	a	fringe	into	alternate	loops	along	the	two	
shaped	edges.	Trim	the	ends.

 
★ ★
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Materials
•	 	3	x	2	oz.	(50g)	balls	of	Stylecraft	
Classique	Cotton	in	Toffee	

•	 	2	x	2	oz.	(50g)	balls	of	Stylecraft	
Classique	Cotton	in	White

•	 	1	x	2	oz.	(50g)	ball	of	Stylecraft	
Classique	Cotton	in	Sunflower,	
Soft	Lime,	Poppy,	Hot	Pink	and	
Shrimp	for	contrasting	colors

•	 	Pair	of	size	7	(4.5mm)	knitting	
needles

•	Tapestry	needle
•	Polyester	toy	stuffing	
•	 	5	buttons	in	an	assortment	of	
colors,	⅝	in.	(15mm)	in	diameter

striped beach hutsUSE YOUR K
NO

W
LE

DGE • USE YOUR STITCH LIbRaRY • 

Knitted in stockinette stitch in summer colors, 
this row of colorful beach huts can be used as 
a pillow, draft excluder or decorative piece to 
bring a touch of sunshine into your home.

 
★ ★
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For crisper edges to your row of 
beach huts and roof line, you can 
insert pieces of thick cardboard,  
cut to the shape of the beach  
huts, along the sides, ends and 
base before stuffing. Alternatively 
you can use a block of upholstery 
foam cut to shape.

designer’s tip

sIZe     
24	in.	(61cm)	x	7½	in.	(19cm)	high	to	the	top	
of	the	roof	x	5¾	in.	(14.5cm)	deep.

GAuGe
19	sts	and	24	rows	=	4	in.	(10cm)	over	st	st	
on	size	7	(4.5mm)	needles.

ABBReVIAtIoNs
See	reading	a	pattern	card.

BACK AND FRoNt PANeLs (make 2)  
Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	needles	and	a		
contrast	color,	cast	on	24	sts.
K	1	row	and	p	1	row.
Join	White.
Stranding	the	color	not	in	use	loosely	up	
the	side	of	the	knitting,	work	in	st	st	in	
stripes	of	2	rows	White	and	2	rows	of	the	
contrast	color	until	the	7th	stripe	in	the	
contrast	color	has	been	worked.
Cut	contrast	color.
Cont	with	White	only,	shape	as	foll:	
Row 1: K2tog,	k	to	the	last	2	sts,	k2tog.		
(22	sts.)
Row 2: P	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rows 3 to 8: Rep	Rows	1	and	2	three	times.	
16	sts.
Row 9:	K2tog,	k	to	the	last	2	sts,	k2tog.		
(14	sts.)
Row 10: P2tog,	p	to	the	last	2	sts,	p2tog.		
(12	sts.)
Rows 11 to 14:	Rep	Rows	9	and	10	twice.		
4	sts.
Row 15:	(K2tog)	twice.	2	sts.		
Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.	

to MAKe
Work	back	and	front	panels	in	Sunflower	
and	White,	Soft	Lime	and	White;	Hot	Pink	
and	White,	Shrimp	and	White;	and	Poppy	
and	White.

END PANELS:	Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	needles	
and	Sunflower,	cast	on	28	sts.
K	1	row	and	p	1	row.
Join	White.
Stranding	the	color	not	in	use	loosely	
up	the	side	of	the	knitting,	work	in	st	st	
in	stripes	of	2	rows	White	and	2	rows	
Sunflower	until	the	7th	stripe	in	Sunflower	
has	been	worked.	Bind	off	leaving	a	long	
yarn	tail.

Make	another	end	panel	in	
the	same	way,	but	use	Poppy	
instead	of	Sunflower.

BASES: Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	
needles	and	Sunflower,		
cast	on	24	sts.
Beg	with	a	k	row,	work		
34	rows	st	st.		
Bind	off	leaving	a	long		
yarn	tail.
Make	bases	in	Soft	Lime,		
Hot	Pink,	Shrimp	and		
Poppy	in	the	same	way.

ROOF PANELS (make 
5): Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	
needles	and	Toffee,	cast		
on	33	sts.
K	4	rows.
Work	in	st	st	with	g	st	
borders	as	foll:
Row 1 (ws):	K3,	p	to	the		
last	3	sts,	k3.
Row 2:	K	to	the	end	of		
the	row.
Rep	these	2	rows		
20	more	times.
K	3	rows.		
Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.

DOORS: Using	size	7	(4.5mm)	needles	and	
Hot	Pink,	cast	on	10	sts	for	the	top	edge.
K	4	rows.
Work	in	st	st	with	g	st	borders	as	foll:
Row 1 (ws): K3,	p	to	the	last	3	sts,	k3.
Row 2: K	to	the	end	of	the	row.
Rep	these	2	rows	8	more	times.		
Bind	off	leaving	a	long	yarn	tail.
Make	doors	in	Shrimp,	Poppy,	Sunflower	
and	Soft	Lime	in	the	same	way.

FINIsHING
Block	the	pieces	using	the	steam	method.	
Weave	in	the	ends.	Referring	to	the	
photograph	for	the	sequence,	join	the		
front	panels	to	form	a	strip,	then	join	the	
back	panels	reversing	the	order	of	the		
color	sequence.	Matching	the	colors,	join	
the	end	panels	to	the	side	edges	of	the	
back	and	front	strips,	
Sew	a	button	to	the	right-hand	edge	of	
the	stockinette	stitch	section	of	each	door.	

Referring	to	the	photographs,	sew	a	door	
on	the	front	of	each	beach	hut,	with	the	
bind-off	edge	of	the	door	one	row	above	
the	cast-on	edge	of	the	panel.		
Join	the	base	panels	in	the	same	color	
sequence	as	the	front	and	back,	then	sew	
the	base	strip	in	place.
Join	the	cast-on	and	bind-off	edges	of	
the	roof	panels	to	form	a	strip.	Insert	toy	
stuffing	into	the	beach	huts	(see	designer’s	
tip).	Following	the	lines	of	the	shaped	
sections	(gables),	sew	the	roof	panels	to	
the	top	of	the	beach	huts	so	that	the	garter	
stitch	borders	overhang	at	the	front	and	
back,	and	insert	stuffing	as	you	go.

  
★ ★



1 Cast on 3, 4 or 5 stitches and knit  
1 row. Do not turn at the end of the 
row but move the stitches along the 

needle, from left to right, to the point at 
the other end—the yarn will be on
the left-hand side. Bring the yarn across 
the back of the work, from left to right, 
and pull it tightly.

2 Knit the row, do not turn the 
knitting but move the stitches along 
the needle to the point at the other 

end. Repeat until the cord is the required 
length, then bind off. Weave in the ends.
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WORKING AN iCORD
An iCord is a strip of tubular knitting that is  
worked using two double-pointed needles.

Scroll ideas to use  
for your designs

Lengths of iCord are perfect for creating 
decorative borders and for whipping 
and trimming outer edges. They can be 

worked in any thickness of yarn, but should 
be of a width and weight compatible with 
the project you are trimming.

For a circular cord work over 3 or 4 stitches, 
and for a flatter cord experiment with  
5 stitches in your chosen yarn. Each row is 
knitted in the same direction and the yarn 
drawn tightly across the back of the work to 
form the tube.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR THROW...
To embellish squares on your 
throw, knit lengths of iCord 
and form them into different 
shapes before sewing them 
in place. Alternatively, use a 
length to whip the outer edges.

use knitted icords to embellish your 
handmade projects or ready-made items.

designer’s notebook:  
iCord trims
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MATERIAlS

•	  8 in. (20.3cm) square of red  
felted fabric

•	  1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of DK yarn in  
royal blue

•	  Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) double-
pointed needles

•	Tapestry needle
•	Pins
•	Dressmaker’s chalk
•	Pair of sharp scissors
•	  Sewing needle and red sewing thread

lOOp THE lOOp
Use a flat cord to trim a striped  
bath mat.

ZIppER pUll
Embellish a bag 
by adding a 
coiled iCord to 
the zipper pull.

WHIppED TAblE MAT
Add a whipped edge to a table mat.

This felted wool 
case has a bold 
trim worked in a 
contrasting color.

size
4 x 8 in. (10 x 20.3cm).

abbreviations
See reading a pattern card.

to make 
• Fold the piece of felted wool in half. 
Mark the center of the long open 
edges with a pin.
 
• Using dressmaker’s chalk, draw a 
curved line from the center of the 

long edges to the top corner at the 
fold on both sides. Cut along the chalk 
lines using a pair of sharp scissors.

• Using a sewing needle and red 
sewing thread, oversew the side and 
lower straight edges, leaving the 
curved edges open. 
 
• Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and 
royal blue yarn, cast on 3 sts and knit 
an iCord, as shown on the previous 
page, approximately 33½ in. (85cm) 
long. Bind off leaving a long yarn tail. 
Weave in the ends.

• Starting at the lower edge, pin the 
iCord along the joined edges, then 
around the open edge on the back 
and the open edge on the front, 
finishing	with	a	large	open	coil	on	the	
front of the spectacles case. 

• Sew the iCord in place using a 
sewing needle and sewing thread.
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